Pl a ne wave phase velociti es and atte nu ation distances in an infinite, homogeneo us, pa rtly io nized gas compose d of a n inte ractin g mixture of neutral molec ul es, ions, and elec trons in th e prese nce of a uniform magne ti c fi eld a re de termin ed for three sets of plas ma condition s co rrespo ndin g to the 80, 100, a nd 300 km le vel s of th e ionos phe re. Propagati on in th e parallel direc tion and the pe rpe ndicular directi on relative to th e magne ti c fi eld in the fr equ e ncy ra nge fro m a pproximately 10 -5 Hz to 109 Hz is co nsid e red.
Introduction
have studied the propagation of plane waves in an infinite, homoge neous, partly ionized gas co mposed of an interac ting mixture of neutral molecules, ions, and electrons in the presence of a uniform magnetic field . This letter reports the application of the three fluid theory to gas conditions at the 80, 100, and 300 km levels of the ionosphere. Phase velocity and attenuation distances have been calculated on an EDP computer using the dispersion relations obtained by Tane nbaum and Mintzer. Calculations are made for two distinct cases: (1) transv e rse wave propagation parallel to the uniform magnetic fi eld (figs . 1 and 2); and (2) coupled longitudinal and tran sve rse wave propagation perpendicular to the uniform magnetic fi eld (figs. 3 through 8). The characteristics of the curves differ significantly at each altitude in both cases. The phase velocity curves obtained using the 300 km data rese mble figures 2 and 4 of , wh ere collisional damping effects are ignored, while the curves Considering firs t tran sverse waves propagating parallel to the magneti c field, we show in figures 1 and 2 the phase velocity, w/Rek, and attenuation distance, (Imk)-' , as calculate d directly from the dispersion relation [Tane nbaum and Mintzer, 1962] , using the 80 and 100 km data are decidedly differe nt (due to the increasing importance of the collision terms in the dispersion relations as the altitude dec reases from 300 to 80 km).
(1) where The (+) refers to left circular polarization (LCP), and the (-) refers to right circular polarization (RCP). Values of te mperature, ion and electron density, neutral d ensity, and ion mass, as well as the important frequencies and velocities for the 80, 100, and 300 km levels are summarized in table 1 [Chapman, 1956; Cowling, 1945; Minzner, Champion, and Pond, 1959] . The range of frequ encies shown may be academic, but serves to display the important features contained in the dispersion relations. let[- .1
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• 10 F I GURE 6. Attenuation distances as a function of frequency for waves traveling perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field at 100 km.
la' la' la' (Rek = 0) in the limit of no collisions. That the phase velocity is large but finite at 300 km is a consequence of small but nonzero collision frequencies. On the 100 km curves there is no resonance at w~, the LCP and RCP waves have widely separated phase velocities and attenuation distances, for all save very high frequencies, and the phase velocity never levels off at VA or V~. This occurs because Vin> > w~. while Ve < < w~. Inspection of the quantity in brackets in the dispersion relation shows for a wide range of frequencies ( w~ pdp" < W < w~), that ± w~/w is the largest term, which accounts for the wide split in the LCP and RCP waves and the absence of the resonance at w~. It is this term, too, which is responsible for the steady increase in the phase velocity, since k is pro· portional to Wl /2; hence the phase velocity is proportional to W 1 / 2 • Although the resonance at w~ is absent, the attenuation distance is very small for the LCP wave between w~ and WOl and the RCP wave between w~ and W02 as in the 300 km case. For wii < < Vin, the "magneto·hydrodynamic" term, w~w~/w;P ,does not dominate until W < < w~(p;/ Pn), which is well below the smallest frequency used in our calculations. The phase velocity would, however, approach VA for both the LCP and RCP waves if the calculations were extended to these very low frequencies.
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At 80 km the collisional terms in the dispersion relation are still more important, since w~ < < Vin and w~
and Ve are of comparable magnitude. Hence, forw~pd pn < < W < < w~, the expression in brackets approximately equals (± w~ + iVe)/w. Thus the LCP and RCP curves are separated, but not as much as in the 100 km case, there is no resonance at w~ or w~, and the phase velocity, over a wide range of frequencies increases at a rate proportional to W 1 / 2 • The remaining figures all show the phase velocities and attenuation distances for the four coupled longitudinal and transverse waves able to propagate per-J pendicular to the magnetic field. The situation is complicated by the fact that several approximate dispersion equations have to be pieced together according to the scheme outlined in table 1 of . Moreover, although there are four solutions to the dispersion equation, one or more of these usually represents a highly attenuated wave. Hence, the solid and broken curves in figures 3 to 8 represent, respectively, waves with large or small attenuation distances.
Although the terminology cannot be used very precisely, we can classify the waves with large attenuation distances as' "modified" neutral, ion, electron, or transverse waves. The modified neutral wave is described by the dispersion relation (for IEI« 1),
For a weakly ionized gas (3) can be used (i.e., lEI is small) provided W exceeds v"iX/(l + X). Since this is an extremely low frequency, (3) could be applied for our entire range of w. As shown in the figures this modified neutral wave has a phase velocity of U" and an attenuation distance which decreases from , 2U,,(1 + X)/vniX, for low frequencies, to 2U,,/V"i, for high frequencies. At 300 km X == 101; consequently there is no noticeable difference. At 100 km X == 4, so the change is slight. At 80 km X == 10-3 , so the attenuation distance increases by about 10 3 .
The behavior of the remaining curves is determined in large measure by the single "high phase velocity" dispersion relation (5) which is valid for Iw 2 fk21» U~. When collisional damping effects are slight, as at 300 km, the phase velocity obtained from (5) starts out at the Alfven velocity, VA, for W < < V"i and increases to V~ for Vi" < < W < < W03 = wi(wgwDl /2/(wr + wgw~)1 /2 . At W03 this wave resonates and continues on for higher frequencies as a modified ion wave described by the dispersion relation (5) is very short and the phase velocity very large until W reaches the first cutoff frequency, W01; then, for WOl < W < Wo= [w~+(wg)2]1/2, the attenuation distance is again large and the phase velocity decreases toward c. At Wo there is a second resonance, and the wave continues for higher frequencies as a modified electron wave described by the dispersion relation
[For frequencies below Wo, the attenuation distance obtained from (7) (5) again describes a wave with very short attenuation distance until W reaches the second cutoff frequency W02. Thereafter this modified transverse wave is only slightly attenuated and has a phase velocity that decreases towards c for W > > W02.
All the features described above appear only in the 300 km curves shown in figures 3 and 4. At 100 km (figs. 5 and 6) the phase velocity obtained from (5) does reach V~ for Vin < W < W03, but the resonance at W03 is absent, although the attenuation distance is still short for W03 < W < W01. This occur since Ve exceeds W03; hence the term ive/w dominates the bracketed expression in (5) near W03. In addition the ion wave [as described by (6)] is greatly attenuated for all w, since its attenuation distance, which approaches 2Ui/vin for large w, falls from 6,000 m at 300 km to 55 cm at 100 km and 6.2 mm at 80 km.
At 80 km (figs. 7 and 8) collisions are of still greater importance in (5), since· Vin exceeds W03, eliminating the possibility of Alfvim waves with phase velocity V~; and Ve exceeds Wo, eliminating the resonance at wo0 The term ive/w now dominates the term in brackets in (5) for a wide range of frequencies, resulting in curves that are almost identical to the LCP and RCP waves of figures 1 and 2 at 80 km. In addition, th e modified electron wave [as described by (7)] is greatly attenu· ated for all w, since its asymptotic attenuation distance, 2Ue/ve, falls from 380 m at 300 km and 1.8 ill at 100 km, to 2.2 cm at 80 kill.
